Does a Difference Between Volunteers and Other People’s Focus an Self-Development Targeting Exist?

Abstract—The paper deals with the topic of volunteering in the Czech Republic. The motivation of volunteers consists of several motivators that are individually different. The volunteer is not financially rewarded for their work, so it is important to know their volunteering initiative. Is volunteering linked to preparation for self-development? The result of the questionnaire survey is the answer, whether there is a relationship between volunteers and people who do not want to be volunteers focused on self-development and organization of their self-development. The result of the survey brings benefits for managers. The result can help them to better understand the needs of volunteers that they can use to manage them successfully. The survey was considered at a certain time without repetition. The limitation is that respondents respond their views, but they do not talk about actual practices and that could be differ.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Volunteers sacrifice time and energy for others. They can’t take money for their voluntary job. It is important to stimulate volunteers to support their internal motivation for voluntary work [1].

Management of volunteers help to volunteers to stay longer time satisfied with their voluntary job. The research is focused on formal volunteering which is organized. The organized work is called “the volunteer management”. The management helps to participate volunteers to volunteer projects. The management is important for evaluation of their job to develop their skills and knowledge. Manager of volunteers are basically called coordinator [2].

The article answers the question: “Have people who would like to be a volunteer have different approach to the self-development than people who would not like to be?” The results described are based on primary research, which was conducted in the form of a questionnaire survey follow.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

A. Motivation of Volunteers

Motivation is defined as an inner motive that make a direction and power for our behaviour and action to carry out our targets [3]. The internal motivation is the process that a person comes to the value of activities, evaluates them by making the activity itself a part of it [4]. Volunteers competences support motivation to self-development [5]; [6]. The internal and the external motivation also collaborate with personal targets that are connected with individual's preferences.

The Theory of Needs by Abraham Maslow [7] divides the level of human needs into five groups: Physiological needs; Safety needs; Needs of social belonging; Needs of self-esteem; The need for self-actualization. Self-actualization or Self-development includes the desire to become more fully self-abilities, to be anything according to his ability. These groups discuss Suyono & Mudjanarko [8] and Frankl [9]. The gratification of lower needs is a prerequisite for work on higher needs (self-actualization, self-esteem). Volunteers are motivated by using their talents for the creativity and to use their potential (self-actualization, self-development, transcendence) [10]; [11]. Motivation is an internal incentive to start one's own activities and to initiate a willingness and organism to act which is need for self-development and volunteering. The management of volunteers needs to distinguish individual motivation of each volunteer for better leading them [1].

B. Volunteering – Way of Self-development

Volunteer can become a volunteer in the Czech Republic according to Act No. 198/2002 Coll., On volunteer service, § 3, par. 1. Volunteer is a person who is older than 15 years for volunteering in the Czech Republic and older than 18 years for volunteering abroad. Volunteering, or voluntarism, is offering one's time to a voluntary work without financial payment. Volunteering is divided into formal and informal groups. Advocacy, community welfare, religious activities, environmental awareness and remediation, animal welfare, special needs assistance, adult education, political causes, and fundraising are examples of volunteering work [12]. Volunteers join for different reasons, notably altruism and personal relevance. They value staff relationships, health gains, new knowledge, and compensation, and expect professionalism and good organization [13].

Work experiences are valuable commodity that those seeking entry to an occupation may be willing to work without pay in order to acquire it [14]. Volunteering to support new career (or change) can be understood as a response to the risks posed by complex social, political and economic circumstances. The volunteering is an opportunity to develop own education and other skills. It has been found that education, which leads to the development of people in conceptual and procedural knowledge, is mostly based on practices not related to so-called spreadsheet education. Gerdeman et al. [15] and Thompson & Russell [16] discuss a theme related to the interaction between the professional development of trainees and volunteer status, including
vulnerability, participation in professional activities, and the transition to paid employment. Volunteering is associated with higher levels of support than paid work, providing an important motivation for becoming or remaining a volunteer trainee. Education changes may be seen as a product of broader societal changes, governments seek to reduce state commitments by individualising social risk and transferring the costs of other education to its recipients [17]; [18]; [19]; [20]. Own personal changes of self-development are push of a market like mirror of market behaviour for entrepreneur [17]; [21].

People can improve in areas like scientific rationale [22], and critical thinking skills [23], communication [24]. One of the functions of education is repeating knowledge to translate it into practice to transform knowledge. [25]. Involvement of people in the field will help them to gain information about how organizations work, how theoretical knowledge is used in practice. Initial motivation of a volunteer plays an important role in the process and outcomes of learning, lessons and training. Low personal engagement can be critical to the effectiveness of education and the future performance of any worker. Higher personal engagement can convince perseverance, personal awareness and other qualities for future employment. Self-development is conditioned by a certain degree of self-reflection that ensures that the individual is aware that they can control their personal development [26]; [27]; [28]; [29]; [30].

C. Self-reflection

Self-reflection is one of tool for self-development. Self-reflection is a common component of many programs for volunteers, particularly as a means of identifying any potential barriers to communicating [31]; [32]. Reflection include the intellectual and affective self-development activities that individuals engage in to explore people experiences and process knowledge from the life, leading to new awareness of themselves or understanding. Reflection can be considered like addressing any personal discomfort or emotion that may be rooted in experience, inexperience, beliefs or culture. Reflection is a method of reviewing past experiences, both personal and professional, examining their impact and outcomes, then applying these new insights or learning to future practice.

Sandars [33] states that without level of guidance and challenge reflection may limit the opportunity for students to develop and expand their learning. In support, Ghaye [34] suggests that effective reflection should be organised from manager of volunteering and structured and triggered by a question which demands the participant to look critically at their actions and question their efficacy [35].

Respondents were forced to take a self-reflective look at the questions and assess whether they were more comfortable with organized self-development management or rather a level of relaxation associated with entertainment, without having to address their own development.

III. OWN RESEARCH – SELF-DEVELOPMENT

A total of 154 questionnaires on this article were completed. The respondents are high school and university students who are preparing for their working life. The questionnaire was composed of several questions that are focused on management areas and preferences of respondents.

The hypothesis was formulated: "People who would like to be a volunteer have different approach to the self-development than people who would not like to be.” Respondents answered questions whether they want to be a volunteer or not and whether they were or weren’t volunteer before. Group of respondents count: People who were and would like to be a volunteer again (68); People who were and wouldn’t like to be a volunteer again (21); People who weren’t and wouldn’t like to be a volunteer (28); People who weren’t and wouldn’t like to be a volunteer (37). The groups are normalized for a possible comparison. The answers to the questions were scaled. Scales were grouped into positive and negative groups. Statements that respondents evaluate are:

- Volunteers are motivated only by helping others.
- Every person can be enthusiastic about their work if they choose it according to their personal preferences.
- If I perform a difficult task when people around me try to succeed together, I succeed.
- I build my career according to my personal development plan.
- If I am a volunteer, my condition is to discuss the development plan with the coordinator.
- I will volunteer when I see the immediate output of my work.
- I will volunteer if I have a milestone plan.
- I will volunteer without a set plan.
- What I want to do as a volunteer are my hobbies.
- I expect some benefit for myself from the volunteer project.
- I want to receive feedback from the people I work with.

The hypothesis was formulated: "People who would like to be a volunteer have different approach to the self-development than people who would not like to be.”
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Fig. 1. Volunteers are motivated only by helping to others

Fig. 1 shows percentage answer of respondents who agree or disagree with the sentence: Volunteers are motivated only by helping to others. People who were and would like to be a volunteer again answered same count of agree or disagree. The respondents who answered disagree in
this group can be acquainted with their self-development in the process of volunteering. The same mentions can be in other group of respondents but there are more positive – agree points. Fig. 1 is the author research.

Fig. 2. Every person can be enthusiastic about their work if they choose it according to their personal preferences. Whole groups answered simultaneously, cause of it could be a conviction that people know what they want. Fig. 2 is the author research.

Fig. 2 shows percentage answer of respondents who agree or disagree with the sentence: Every person can be enthusiastic about their work if they choose it according to their personal preferences. Whole groups answered simultaneously. The topic being compared is general, this is not in full contact with volunteering like in the sentence before in Fig. 3. Fig. 3 is the author research.

Fig. 3. If I perform a difficult task when people around me try to succeed together, I succeed. Whole groups answered simultaneously. The topic being compared is general, this is not in full contact with volunteering like in the sentence before in Fig. 3. Fig. 3 is the author research.

Fig. 3 shows percentage answer of respondents who agree or disagree with the sentence: If I perform a difficult task when people around me try to succeed together, I succeed. Whole groups answered simultaneously again. The topic being compared is general, this is not in full contact with volunteering like in the sentence before in Fig. 3. Fig. 4 is the author research.

Fig. 4. I build my career according to my personal development plan. Whole groups answered simultaneously again. The topic being compared is general, this is not in full contact with volunteering like in the sentence before in Fig. 3. Fig. 4 is the author research.

Fig. 4 shows percentage answer of respondents who agree or disagree with the sentence: I build my career according to my personal development plan. Whole groups answered simultaneously again. The topic being compared is general, this is not in full contact with volunteering like in the sentence before in Fig. 3. Fig. 4 is the author research.

Fig. 5. If I am a volunteer, my condition is to discuss the development plan with the coordinator. Whole groups answered simultaneously. The topic being compared is general, this is not in full contact with volunteering like in the sentence before in Fig. 3. Fig. 5 is the author research.

Fig. 5 shows percentage answer of respondents who agree or disagree with the sentence: If I am a volunteer, my condition is to discuss the development plan with the coordinator. There are little differences. People who were and would like to be a volunteer again has 50-percentage compliance. The other groups have similar variance of answer. Cause could be that respondents enter into volunteer projects through a contract according to set conditions. They choose the project in connection with the personal preferences that could comprise them self-development in some area of knowledge, skills, etc. Fig. 5 is the author research.
Fig. 6. I will volunteer when I see the immediate output of my work.

Fig. 6 shows percentage answer of respondents who agree or disagree with the sentence: I will volunteer when I see the immediate output of my work. There are more disagree answers. Volunteers are predominantly like one point of a larger colossus. Some focus of volunteering does not allow seeing the outcome of volunteering by its very nature, such as the care of the dying or other services, etc. In these cases, these outputs take place more inside of the people than outside it is impossible to see it. Fig. 6 is the author research.

Fig. 7. I will volunteer if I have a milestone plan.

Fig. 7 shows percentage answer of respondents who agree or disagree with the sentence: I will volunteer if I have a milestone plan. Whole groups have more positive answers. The group where respondents have the most of experiences with the volunteering and they want to do it in future again have more balanced answer. The cause could be that there is not specific long term or short-term volunteering projects. The affirmation mention that the general preference of respondents to have it. Fig. 7 is the author research.

Fig. 8. I will volunteer without a set plan.

Fig. 8 shows percentage answer of respondents who agree or disagree with the sentence: I will volunteer without a set plan. There is possible to see differences in preferences. Volunteering contracts contain pre-defined conditions for volunteering which are predominantly concluded in formal volunteering (organized). Fig. 8 is the author research.

Fig. 9. What I want to do as a volunteer are my hobbies.

Fig. 9 shows percentage answer of respondents who agree or disagree with the sentence: What I want to do as a volunteer are my hobbies. There can exist distortion in those who do not want to be volunteers. Answers of groups are still similar. Fig. 9 is the author research.

Fig. 10. I expect some benefit for myself from the volunteer project.

Fig. 10 shows percentage answer of respondents who agree or disagree with the sentence: I expect some benefit for myself from the volunteer project. There is need self-reflection for the answers. Percentage of groups are similar.
It is rather surprising that someone would like to participate in volunteer projects whether they would feel disadvantaged. There the answer could meant rather with an altruistic connection. Fig. 10 is the author research.

Fig. 11 shows percentage answer of respondents who agree or disagree with the sentence: I want to receive feedback from the people I work with. There exist high percentage of respondents who agree. Respondents are students who are taking feedback at school. There can exist connection between understanding that feedback is way how to self-develop. Fig. 11 is the author research.

IV. RESULT OF RESEARCH

Chi-squared ($\chi^2$) test was used for testing the hypothesis: “People who would like to be a volunteer have different approach to the self-development than people who would not like to be.”

The input data are shown in figures up for above four mentioned categories of respondents. The test is performed at a significance level of 5%. The value of $\chi^2$ is 268,0979 and with 70 degrees of freedom, the critical $\chi^2$ value is 90.531. It means that the dependence between quantities was confirmed. Therefore, the hypothesis, that people who would like to be a volunteer have different approach to the self-development than people who would not like to be.

V. CONCLUSION

People who would like to be a volunteer have different approach to the self-development than people who would not like to be. Even though the differences of values these research groups are very small, the dependence was confirmed. This research did not refuse statement of Gerdeman, Russell & Worden [15], Thompson and Russell [16] who said that volunteering is how to make a practices. Practices is opportunity how to self-develope. Baruch, May & Yu, D. [36] state that a rapture for volunteering depends on age, personal experiences, innate assumptions [37]. This research reflects experiences with thinking about wanting of future self-planning with using self-reflecting to answer questions which were validated in smaller group and were discussed with experts.

As a discussion of this topic, it would be appropriate to extend the sample of respondents, results cannot be generalized due to sample constraints and different groups sizes too. There exist the other options how to extend this research. If it will be included aspects or factors like an age, a gender, a repetition of research, it could lead to other interesting results. It is possible to suppose that the personality types for example MBTI test also influence research results [38]. In this research, the theoretical thinking of respondents in specific time was observed. These aspects could lead the research to interesting results.
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